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Inspired by internationally acclaimed environmental activist, humanitarian, and adventurer Rob
Greenfield, Zero Waste Kids teaches through illustrated projects and activities how to reduce,
reuse, and recycle at home, at school, and in your community.While most kids probably aren’t
going to grow all their own food for a year like Rob has, Zero Waste Kids features fun and
practical projects for growing some of your own food, with advice and encouragement for why
doing so is important. And, instead of wearing all their trash for a week like Rob did, with Zero
Waste Kids, they’ll learn how to audit their trash, to really understand how much waste they’re
personally contributing to the earth’s landfills.Zero Waste Kids helps children to understand the
world they live in and inspire them to start living in a more sustainable way. Of all the
environmental problems we face, “trash” is one that is easiest to understand because it is very
visual, whereas many other problems are more abstract. Zero-waste isn’t the solution to the
world’s problems, but a very good place to start.Zero-Waste projects include:Conduct a
household trash audit to discover who throws away what and why.Swap disposable shopping
bags and lunch boxes for reusable, zero-waste options.Compost your food scraps and grow
your own food.Make natural-dye play dough, leaf prints, and more.Leading by example, Rob is
donating all of his proceeds from the book to environmental nonprofit organizations. Zero Waste
Kids is every kid’s go-to guide for making a difference.Activities contributed by April
Hepokoski, Zion Lights, Heidi Rose, Alyssa Binns Gunderson, and Michelle Cassar.
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IntroductionThe average person creates four and a half pounds (2 kg) of trash per day. When I
learned this, I thought it was just crazy! But I also realized it’s easy for us never to think twice
about it. We put our trash in the garbage can, and the garbage truck comes to pick it up. Then it’s
out of sight, out of mind. We never see how much it adds up!To show people what it looks like, I
decided to live like the average person—and wear all of my trash for a month. It added up so
quickly that it only took about a week before I became known as the Trash Man . . . or the Trash
Monster, Trashformer, or Trashtraunot!This is just one person’s trash for a month. Now imagine a
year of your own trash—1,600 pounds (726 kg)! You could fill up your whole bedroom. In a
lifetime, you could make a whole trash mountain. And that’s just you and me. Imagine how the
planet feels serving as the trash suit for all of humanity!We say we are “throwing something
away.” But did you know there is no “away”? It all goes somewhere. After we put something in the
garbage can, most of it goes to the landfill—but the landfill is just organized littering. Sure, we’re
putting it all in one spot, but that spot is a big hole in the ground, where nature used to be. Even
worse, a lot of our trash ends up in our oceans, rivers, lakes, and forests, where it is polluting the
homes of our animal friends.That’s why this book is here. The goal is to first reduce, then reuse,
and lastly recycle. It’s not a book to teach you how to recycle more because recycling uses a lot
of resources (it’s resource intensive). In a world of zero waste, the goal isn’t to recycle more—it’s



actually to recycle less!To live zero waste is less about a strict set of rules (like how to recycle).
Instead, the focus is on building a set of skills. Through these activities and projects, you will
learn and practice the skills of problem solving, resourcefulness, and critical thinking. These are
absolutely necessary skills to living a near zero-waste life. There are guidelines for each activity,
but these rules are meant to be broken and replaced where needed using your creativity!This
book is also here to help you foster a connection with nature. Nature is the ultimate zero-waste
environment. Getting outside is one of the simplest ways to create less trash. I think these
projects will also foster your desire to protect nature: when you know and you love something,
you want to protect it. We can all care for nature and the animals we love by creating less
garbage, using our resources wisely, and appreciating what we have. By realizing we don’t need
so many consumer goods, we can gain self-worth and achieve great health and happiness by
finding it within us and with our friends and family.This book is about more than just us though.
The final chapter of this book will help you to get involved with making positive change in your
home, your school, and your community. You can be an Eco-Warrior and an Earth Activist and
stand up for our Earth.We want these projects to be as accessible as possible: most are low to
no cost. You’ll also be able to do most of them without a computer or Internet (to foster a
connection offline). Learning to think creatively about how to reuse and repurpose things can
help you save a lot of money, too.When we realize we want to change, it can be overwhelming.
Take it from me. I’ve been practicing for nearly a decade and I still make trash. You won’t be
perfect. Actually, the term zero waste isn’t perfect either. Low waste is more realistic and what
you should be striving for.Waste is easy to see, but many of the other environmental problems
we’re dealing with are not. Zero waste is a gateway to looking at the world through a new lens
and it will help you to question everything. As you build your skills and awareness, it will carry
over to every area of your life and motivate you to live in a more environmentally friendly
manner.One of the most powerful things I’ve learned through my activism and adventures is that
one person truly can make a difference. Now that you know that your daily actions can create a
mountain of trash in your lifetime, you also know that you could choose not to make that
mountain. By using simple strategies to reduce our waste, we can have fun and live happier,
healthier lives—all while building a healthy, sustainable world.

1CraftsIn a society of convenience and cheaply made goods, the art of making things ourselves
and repairing things when they break has been largely lost. These are skill sets that will help you
reduce your waste. Plus, they’re a lot of fun and a great outlet for creativity!In this chapter, rather
than tossing out and recycling everyday items, you’ll learn how you can reuse, repair, and
repurpose your way into a zero-waste life. You’ll learn how to make your own paper (here) from
what you find in the recycle bin and even make your own play dough (here). Find out how simple
and easy it can be to make things you’ve only bought at the store.Make Your Own Recycled
PaperMake recycled paper at home by turning paper scraps into new paper! Use your new
paper for making a card or art project, note-taking, or anything else that comes to your



imagination.MaterialsScrap paper, such as newspaper, construction paper, egg cartons, or
tissue paperLarge bowlWaterBlender (optional)Framed, repurposed window screenSinkDish
cloths or towelsSpatulaHeavy bookProcedure1. Gather clean scrap paper from your recycling
bin. Sort it by color or use a mix to create a multicolored piece of paper. Rip the scrap paper into
small pieces.2. Put the paper scraps in a bowl and cover them completely with water. Let sit for
24 hours, until the paper is a mushy consistency.3. Once mushy, rub the soaked paper with your
hands between your palms. For thick paper, use a blender: Combine half paper and half water.
Blend for 30 seconds, or until the pulp is smooth and has a uniform consistency.4. The size of
your screen will determine the size of your paper. Position the screen over your sink. Evenly pour
the mixture onto the screen to drain the water.5. Once drained, lay a dish cloth over the paper
and press with your hands flat to soak up the extra water. Peel the cloth off slowly.6. Hold
another dry dish cloth to the wet paper and flip the screen over to transfer it to the cloth. If the
paper is stuck to the screen, loosen a corner from the screen with a spatula and gently peel it off
with your hands. If the paper size is too big to transfer without breaking, let it dry partly on the
screen first.7. Let the paper fully air-dry before using. Store the dry paper in a heavy book to
keep it flat until you are ready to use it.Take It Further Add flower petals or leaves to your paper-
water mixture to make a decorative paper. Call your local flower shop to request a collection of
discarded petals, or go out and pick your own!Make Natural Play DoughMake your own play
dough and reduce plastic packaging by buying natural ingredients in bulk. Enjoy molding and
sculpting it. When your play dough is no longer usable, compost it!MaterialsReusable containers
with lidsCloth bags1 red beetCutting boardKnifePot1-cup (235-ml) measuring cupWaterStove2
cups (250 g) flour1 cup (230 g) saltLarge bowlForkProcedure1. Bring reusable containers and
cloth bags to your nearest store with a bulk food section. Buy flour, salt, and 1 red beet. See Go
Zero-Waste Grocery Shopping (here) to learn how to shop zero waste.2. To make beet-colored
water, chop the beet in small pieces on the cutting board. Ask an adult for help with the knife, if
you need it. Put the beets in a pot with 2 cups (475 ml) of water. Cook them over medium heat for
about 15 to 20 minutes, until soft.3. While the beets are cooking, add the flour and salt to the
bowl. Mix with a fork until blended.4. When the beets are soft and fully cooked, carefully take
them out of the water using a fork and set them aside. Allow the beet-water to cool in the pot.5.
Once cool, measure 1 cup (235 ml) of beet-water. Pour it into the flour mixture. Stir with a fork
until it has formed a dough. Add extra flour until it is the desired play-dough consistency.6. Leave
the play dough to air-dry and it will harden just as you formed it. No baking is necessary.Take It
Further To make the dough green, use spinach. Blend with 1 cup (235 ml) of water to replace the
beet-water.To make the dough orange, cook 2 large carrots in the same way you cooked the
beets. Blend with 1 cup (235 ml) of water to replace the beet-water.Create Napkins Out of T-
shirtsDid you ever notice how T-shirts make the best napkins? We are always tempted to wipe
our hands on our shirts. Let’s turn old shirts into napkins!MaterialsOld T-shirts (Cotton knit is
best; flannel is okay.)Colored pencil or crayonRulerScissorsStraight pinsSewing machine, or
needle and threadChopstick or long stickProcedure1. Turn your T-shirt inside out and lay it flat



on a table or the floor. Use a colored pencil and the ruler to draw a square on the shirt; make it
the size you want your napkin to be.2. Using sharp scissors, cut out the square. Be sure to cut
through both the front and back of the shirt. Ask a grown-up for help, if needed.3. Pin the cut
squares together using straight pins. Keep them WRONG side out for now! Ask a grown-up for
help with the pins, if you need to.

zero waste store near me zero waste products zero waste store vancouver zero waste centre
zero waste daniel zero waste laundry detergent zero waste cartel zero waste toothpaste zero
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Ebook Library Reader, “Celebrate Earth!. Kids are the future. As simple as that. If we truly want
to see meaningful change in our world, we need to start with our youth. Education is the key and
making our children aware of the problems we are facing as a society but most importantly the
solutions for these problems, will be what will create the biggest impact in our world.I cannot
recommend this book enough, it's completely different to anything I have encountered before as
an educator and a mom. I would recommend this for either home or school for parents to use
with their kids and/or for teachers to use in their classrooms. I loved the illustrations and the
activities and instructions were very easy to read and follow, even for the younger learners.I
enjoyed how this book and activities were divided and how different some of them were, some
being new to me.Perfect addition to personal and school libraries and a great way to help create
some conscience and care and celebrate Earth.”

linda galella, “Colorful, educational & practical -. “Zero Waste Kids” is a 6 chapter, paperback
book targeted towards 7-10 year olds but easily adapted for those younger and older.Each
chapter is designated by a unique colored border so it will be easy to tell when there’s a change.
The formatting looks like a scrapbook which is fitting for a book about “zero waste” and related
topics. Author, Rob Greenfield, has a great sense of humor and dedication to this cause; both
are obvious. He wore a see thru suit where he was able to collect his trash for a month; yes - the
actual discarded materials from his daily life: dry, wet, clean, nasty, smelly, disgusting; ALL OF
IT. He looked like a Trashy Michelin Man! On the other hand, all proceeds from this book are
being given to companies involved with environmental issues. This author puts his money
where his mouth is!Chapters included are : Crafts, Food, Gardening & Composting, Nature,
Zero-Waste Activities, Activism and Making a Difference in Your Community. All projects,
recipes, crafts, etc. are geared towards achieving zero waste status. They are also appropriate
for kids and need adult supervision for those under 12.My biggest concern with this book is the
lack of attention to directing kids to seek adult supervision PRIOR TO starting a project. There
are a few highlighted safety tip boxes but they appear at the end of the directions rather than up
front; a mistake, IMO. On the positive side, “Zero Hero Tips” & “Take it Further” are great
additions and help to customize the projects to age, interest, location, etc.All things considered,
age appropriate and no woke agenda, a good book for introducing your kids to the concept of
zero waste and how they can participate”

banda543, “Excellent project and reference book for kids to take care of their part on Earth.. This
is a well thought out book for children. I also found a few projects I would like to do as an
adult.This is a great book to teach young ones how to do their part for the environment. It also
goes beyond that.One of the things I LOVE about this book, the kids in this book are very
diverse. There are different social and ethnic backgrounds. Kids in glasses. There are children



with disabilities- someone in a wheelchair and someone with a cochlear implant.My favorite
activities in this book:Making your own birdhouse (with an adult's help) and making your own
bee hotel (no clue you could make one of these. Only thought you could buy one)There are
favorites like making a bird feeder using a pine cone or making gift wrap out of a piece of
cloth.There are everyday activities like make your own granola and windowsill garden.As an
adult, the thing that stuck with me is the last chapter especially conducting a trash audit. When I
glanced through this book at first, I saw this chapter. I was unsure I would want my kid to
"conduct a trash audit" or go "plogging". When I read it though, I changed my mind. I want to
conduct a trash audit! I want to see if I fit the average of 4.5 pounds of trash making a day or if I
am less!5 stars: There are so many fun projects in this book. There is a lot to learn in this book. I
remember these kinds of books when my kids were younger. They were great reference books
for activities.  They are the worn out books that I still have 10+ years later.”

Great Cook, Great Cook, “Fun book for kids up to 12! Picture are colorful and on every page.
This Zero waste kids book is pretty good to help children recognize not to be wasteful and not to
look to use so much plastic, and how important it is to recycle.Both my granddaughter that are 6
and 8 want to grow food when we went through this book.I have MicroGreens seeds that I grow,
and the 8 yr old went right for that as in 10 days there wouldBe veggie greens to put in a salad,
sandwich etc. the 6 yr wants to plant beets outside. That isOur project for the day, and making
and painting bird houses.There are allot of crafts , nature, food, gardening ideas in the book, and
the colorful drawings are on every page. This Also talks about helping your community.The
school the girls and boys go to here are encourage to cook, take a active roll in recycling.Our
children should know we need to help our earth by not using so much plastic, water and to help
others.On page 47 there is instruction how to make Granola bars, good idea, till I read one of
theIngredients is ‘Agave’. I would think by now most people that would write this type of kids
book wouldKnow that Agave is eating High Fructose corn Syrup, and it’s Fructose that is worse
then regularWhite sugar.It doesn’t matter if it’s organic or not.All in all it is a fun book for kids, but
it also needs parents help for the kids, as if you don’t have something’s In the house, go to the
store and buy, but help the kids to make it.”

The book by Rob Greenfield has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 30 people have provided feedback.
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